Meth8 marketing collateral
1.
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Sales
1.1 Meth8 is sold as in-hand software using local, pay-to-play as metered by encrypted key.
1.2 The buyer prepays for logical steps as table look ups (lups) with example below.

2.

Pricing
2.1 Single user $97 for 10,000 lups. This is less than one cent per lup; for example:
logical expression:
5 lups, numbered in order:

(p & q) > r ;
1 3 2 5 4 =

$0.01

2.2 Student demo $27 for 1,000 lups. This is less than three cents per lup.
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

15 - 99 users -5%
100-199 users -10%
200-299 users -20%
300+ users
-40% [Trade discount for reseller with retail sales tax license.]

2.7 N propositional variables and N theorem variables (external look up tables), bid quote
2.8 What the buyer receives is an intelligent parser to find input mistakes (not metered as a
lup) and a truth table for each step as printed to a unique file for that run, with the final table
result also displayed to the screen monitor.
3.

Deliverables
3.1 The buyer receives two executable programs for 4 theorems (and 4 propositions) and 11
propositions;
3.2 Setup program for one-time install of both programs (the user emails or calls us with the
setup code generated to which we supply the key file by email to complete the installation);
3.3 Key file contains encryption keys and in plaintext the meter counter.
3.4 Documentation of instructions for use; and
3.5 Annual support and maintenance are extra: by email +15%; or by telephone +25%.

4.

Risk management
4.1 A standard user agreement requires consent with as-is, disclaimer of warranty.
4.2 Acceptable use is one license per seat.

5.

Point of contact
Colin James III
3475 American Dr #124, Colorado Springs, CO 80917-5716
info@cec-services.com; USA +1 (719) 210 - 9534 Mobile

